Relationships Between Precipitation Properties and Large-Scale Conditions During Subsidence at the Eastern North Atlantic Observatory
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Abstract

Three years of reanalysis and ground-based observations collected at the Eastern North Atlantic (ENA) observatory are analyzed to document the properties of rain and boundary layer clouds and their relationship with the large-scale environment during general subsidence conditions and following cold front passages. Clouds in the wake of cold fronts exhibit on average a 10% higher propensity to precipitate and higher rain-to-cloud fraction than clouds found in general subsidence conditions. Similarities in the seasonal cycle of rain and of large-scale properties suggest that the large-scale conditions created by the cold front passage are responsible for the unique properties of the rain forming in its wake. The identification of monotonic relationships between rain-to-cloud fraction and rain rate with surface forcing and boundary layer stability parameters as well as between virga base height with stability and humidity measures further supports that large-scale conditions impact precipitation variability. That being said, these relationships between the large-scale and rain properties are less clear than those established between cloud and rain properties, suggesting that cloud macrophysics have a more direct impact on the properties of rain than the large-scale environment. The applicability of previously documented relationships between cloud thickness and rain properties is tested and the relationships adjusted to accommodate the complex shallow clouds and melting precipitation observed to occur in the ENA region. Establishing these relationships opens up opportunities for parametrization development and suggests that a realistic representation of precipitation properties in models relies on the accurate representation of both clouds and the large-scale environment.

1. Introduction

Reports of disagreements between numerically modeled and observed rain frequency and intensity (e.g., Kay et al., 2018; Naud et al., 2020; Stephens et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2006) suggest that it remains challenging to simulate rain in large-scale models. Particular challenges have been identified with the representation of clouds and precipitation in post-cold frontal (PCF) conditions (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014; Naud et al., 2014, 2020). PCF regions are marked by complex combinations of stratuscumulus and cumulus clouds (Lau & Crane, 1997), which commonly precipitate (Leon et al., 2008; Rémillard et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015).

Observations have revealed that precipitation influences both the cloud field and the environment in many ways. For instance, inside clouds, precipitation formation alters the drop size distribution (Wood et al., 2012) and is believed to impact cloud lifetime (Paluch & Lenschow, 1991). As it exits the cloud layer and enters the subcloud layer, depending on whether or not it reaches the surface, precipitation either affects the surface hydrological cycle or generates evaporative cold pools believed to lead to cloud mesoscale organization (e.g., Savic-Jovcic & Stevens, 2008; Wang & Feingold, 2009; Yamaguchi & Feingold, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018). Since most of these precipitation processes ultimately affect the radiative budget, it is crucial for them to be accurately represented in large-scale climate models.

Although the treatment of precipitation in numerical models has progressed in the last decade (for example, transition from diagnostic (Morrison & Gettelman, 2008) to prognostic (Gettelman & Morrison, 2015) schemes), it remains simplified because it is associated with processes occurring at scales smaller than the
model resolution. Examples of simplifications include parametrizing the horizontal area coverage of rain as a function of cloud area coverage (i.e., rain-to-cloud fraction [RCF]; e.g., Ahlgrimm & Forbes, 1997) or determining when evaporation takes place using tunable critical relative humidity thresholds (Ahlgrimm, personal communication, February 14, 2019). Improving our understanding of the factors controlling precipitation and its properties including rain rate, RCF and virga base height could contribute to improving existing parametrizations and ultimately rain and climate prediction.

Previous observational studies suggest that, following precipitation onset, precipitation properties are much more sensitive to changes in cloud macrophysical properties (cloud thickness and liquid water path) than to changes in cloud microphysics (effective radius and effective droplet number concentration) (Kubar et al., 2009). This idea is further supported by evidence that, among other precipitation properties, rain rate (RR) scales with a factor of 3 of cloud thickness (H) while only being inversely proportional to droplet number concentration (N; i.e., \( RR \sim \frac{H^3}{N} \)) (VanZanten et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2018). Since a recent study by Naud et al. (2018) points out that cloud macrophysical properties, including cloud thickness, are largely influenced by large-scale conditions, it would not be surprising for rain characteristics to also be influenced by the properties of the large-scale environment in which they form. That may be especially the case in subsidence regimes where clouds are confined to the shallow boundary layer. In a recent study, Wu et al. (2017) presented evidence that precipitation rate may be affected by environmental turbulence especially under stable conditions; if other precipitation properties are affected by environmental stability, turbulence, or others large-scale properties such as surface forcing and thermodynamic state, then deficiencies in simulated large-scale properties could also account for some of the biases identified in global numerical simulations.

With this as motivation, the present study uses a combination of reanalysis and ground-based observations collected over 3 years (2015–2018) at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program’s Eastern North Atlantic (ENA) facility to

1. provide new sets of observational benchmarks useful for evaluating the properties of numerically modeled rain, focusing on subsidence conditions following the passage of a cold front, which are known to be particularly challenging to represent;
2. provide information to improve/build new parametrizations by identifying the properties that drive changes in precipitation characteristics. This includes evaluating how cloud thickness, cloud microphysical phase, environmental stability, and surface forcing parameters affect rain rate, RCF, and virga base height.

2. Data Sets and Methodology

Between October 2015 and September 2018, the ARM program operated an observatory in the ENA on the island of Graciosa (39.1°N, 28.0°W) (Wood et al., 2015). Graciosa island is the northmost island of the Azores Archipelago and is relatively small (~12 km across) and flat (highest peak 400 m); as such, it is expected that the sensors deployed on the northern edge of the island collect measurements representative of oceanic conditions, marginally impacted by of the island’s influence especially under northerly flow.

Graciosa island straddles the boundary between the sub tropics and the midlatitudes and as such is subject to a wide range of meteorological conditions (Rémillard & Tselioudis, 2015). This analysis capitalizes on observations to characterize periods of subsidence and especially those occurring following the passage of a cold front as identified using a combination of observations and Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications version 2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis (Gelaro et al., 2017) (section 2.1). The intent of this study is to characterize oceanic precipitation (section 2.2), and its associated clouds (section 2.2) and large-scale conditions (section 2.3), and to identify which cloud or large-scale property(ies) could explain observed variations in rain properties (section 2.4). Data availability is discussed in section 2.5.

2.1. Identification of Cold Frontal and Subsidence Conditions With Northerly Wind

This analysis focuses on subsidence conditions defined as 1-hr periods exhibiting downward vertical motion at 500 hPa (i.e., \( \omega_{500} > 0 \) hPa hr\(^{-1} \)), which we identify using vertical velocity from the 0.5° × 0.625° spatial resolution MERRA-2 1-hourly, time-averaged, single-level, assimilation reanalysis product (M2T1NXSLV V5.12.4). We further identify subsidence conditions resulting from the passage of a cold front (hereafter referred to as “post-cold frontal” or PCF) and separate them from those not associated with a front
(hereafter referred to as “general subsidence” or non-PCF). General subsidence conditions do not include conditions of northwesterly winds to avoid possible contamination by non-identified cold fronts. Conditions with southerly winds are also systematically discarded to avoid possible island effects. Most vulnerable to island effects are observations collected by in situ surface sensors. In the current study those include temperature and relative humidity measured by the meteorological station, which might be affected by daytime surface heating.

Cold fronts are identified following the approach described in Naud et al. (2018). In a nutshell, the Modeling, Analysis, and Prediction (MAP) Program Climatology of Midlatitude Storminess (MCMS; Bauer & Del Genio, 2006) cyclone location algorithm is used to identify extratropical cyclones that travel in the North Atlantic. Fronts associated with these cyclones are identified using potential temperature gradients and wind direction changes estimated from the 0.5° × 0.625° spatial resolution MERRA-2 6-hourly, instantaneous, analyzed meteorological fields (M2I6NPANA V5.12.4). Frontal passage over the ENA observatory is confirmed through the identification of a shift in surface wind direction from southerly to northerly at the observatory (using the meteorological station). In this study, PCF events are taken to start at the time of this wind direction shift and end at the time when the wind becomes southerly again.

2.2. Observations and Retrieval of Precipitation and Cloud Properties

Observations collected by the second generation Ka-band ARM Zenith Radar (KAZR2; enakazrgeC1.a1) and the Vaisala Ceilometer lidar (enanceilC1.b1) are noise and clutter filtered, calibrated, and combined to characterize cloud and precipitation at 30-m, 2-s spatiotemporal resolution at all heights between 60 m and 4 km above the surface where both sensors record signals above their detection limit (Kollias et al., 2019; Lamer et al., 2019). The maximum height of 4 km is selected to maintain our focus on marine boundary layer clouds; to avoid contamination from deep clouds extending beyond the boundary layer or midlevel clouds precipitating in the boundary layer, hourly periods that include more than 1-min worth of radar reflectivity echoes at 4 km are not used in this analysis.

The 2-s resolution observations are aggregated in 1-hr windows to facilitate the examination of all observations in the context of large-scale conditions. However, to conserve the high-resolution information of the original measurements, all precipitation and cloud characteristics are first estimated at the native 2-s resolution of the measurements and then averaged over the 1-hr windows. Figure 1 shows an example radar reflectivity observations and cloud properties retrieved at the native time resolution of the measurements collected in the wake of a cold front that passed the ENA observatory on 8 April 2016.

2.2.1. Melting-Layer Identification

Because liquid and frozen hydrometeors differently affect radar and lidar signals, we begin our characterization of the cloud field by employing a melting layer detection technique. Similar to others before, we identify the melting layer height using radar linear depolarization ratio (LDR) measurements (Sandford et al., 2017): First, every hour, the height of the 0° C isotherm is approximated using the closest in time sounding; then a melting layer is identified if, within 1 km from the 0° C isotherm, the profile of hourly maximum LDR presents both an LDR peak at least 2 dB larger than the neighboring values in height as well as an LDR gradient larger than 15 dB km⁻¹. For example, melting layers were identified for all hourly periods between 23:00 UTC on 10 April 2016 and 16:00 UTC on 11 April 2016 (Figure 1).

2.2.2. Cloud Characteristics

Any radar echo detected above a lidar-identified cloud base is labeled as “cloud.” To account for ice clouds that may not be detected by the lidar, radar echoes detected above the melting layer (if any) are also identified as “cloud.”

- Cloud top height: Cloud top is defined as the highest cloud echo below 4 km. Examples of high-resolution cloud top height identifications used to estimate the hourly average cloud top height are depicted in Figure 1.
- Cloud base height: The lidar-identified first cloud base height is used as an initial measure of cloud base height. This initial measure is adjusted (1) to account for lidar signal attenuation by rain—ceilometer estimates coinciding with a radar reflectivity larger than −5 dBZ (a signature for rain) are replaced by the closest in time (within the hour) valid lidar-identified first cloud base height (examples in Figure 1)—and (2) to account for melting layers below the lidar detected first cloud base height—if the initial
measure of cloud base height provided by the lidar is above the radar detected melting layer, the radar-detected melting layer height is used instead as the measure of cloud base height.

- Cloud thickness: Cloud thickness is estimated as the difference between the retrieved cloud top and cloud base heights. It represents the thickness of the atmospheric layer where clouds were found to occur; although this approximation does not take into account the thickness of individual cloud layer forming under multilayer cloud conditions, it is easily reproducible and provides a sense of cloud thickness in this complex environment. Note that multilayer cloud conditions generally did not dominate the 1-hr period for which average cloud thickness is reported and as such are not expect to cause significant bias.

2.2.3. Precipitation Characteristics

In this study, we take the presence of a radar signal 90 m below any lidar-identified cloud base as an indication of the occurrence of precipitation. We make no distinction between precipitation types based on precipitation intensity (i.e., no distinction between drizzle and rain) and refer to all precipitation as rain. Given the sensitivity of the KAZR2 (approximately \( -45 \) dBZ), we should expect to detect all rain falling at a rate above approximately \( 2.9 \times 10^{-5} \) mm hr\(^{-1} \) (Comstock et al., 2004).

- Virga base height: Below every detected liquid cloud base or melting layer (if any), the lowest height where a radar echo is observed is taken to be the base of the rain shaft (a.k.a. the virga base height). Note that since the KAZR2’s lowest observation gate is located 60 m above the surface, reported virga base height might be underestimated (but by no more than 60 m) in cases where precipitation reaches the surface. Virga base height provides a measure of how close rain is to reaching the surface, something which may change in a changing climate and is of concerns to the surface hydrological cycle. Moreover, it provides information about the height at which evaporative cooling is expected to stop which influences mixing in the subcloud layer.

- Surface precipitation flag: Hours where at least two radar echoes are detected within 60 m from the surface are deemed to experience precipitation reaching the surface.

- Rain-to-cloud fraction at the height below cloud base (RCF\(_{\text{CR}}\)): This quantity describes the percentage of the cloudy sky presenting rain at the height just below cloud base. It is estimated by dividing the number of columns with identified rain at the height just below cloud base within an hour by the number of
columns containing cloud at any height within an hour. Because rain was frequently observed to evaporate before reaching the surface, RCF at the height below cloud base is not necessarily equal to RCF near the surface; in fact, RCF was almost always observed to decrease with height. For the remainder of the analysis, we focus on characterizing RCF specifically at the height just below cloud base.

For rain rate quantification, we follow the technique described in Lamer et al. (2019) by which the combination of calibrated lidar and radar observations enables the detection of rain with mean diameter between 10 and 100 mm. Since rain events above this intensity are also known to occur at the ENA observatory, gaps in the rain rate retrieval are filled using the Comstock et al. (2004) retrieval, which converts radar reflectivity ($Z$ in mm$^3$ m$^{-3}$) to rain rate ($RR$ in mm hr$^{-1}$) using $Z = a RR^b$ with $a = 25$ and $b = 1.3$. Note that the Comstock et al. (2004) retrieval is only applied to fill gaps where radar reflectivity is larger than 0 dBZ, thus ensuring that radar reflectivity is dominated by rain with minimum contribution from cloud droplets. The combined retrieval is expected to capture rain rates of all intensity above $10^{-3}$ mm hr$^{-1}$. Note that this rain rate quantification retrieval is less sensitive than the rain boundary retrievals described in the previous paragraphs.

- In-rain rain rate below formation level (in-rain $RRCB$): Here, we focus on reporting rain rate 90 m below its formation level defined here as cloud base or the melting layer height (if any). To make our rain rate estimate independent of precipitation area coverage, we report the average rain rate of only the precipitating portions of the hour (i.e., “in-rain” and not “whole-sky” nor “grid-box” average).

2.3. Observations and Estimation of Large-Scale Environmental Drivers

Motivated by Naud et al. (2018) findings that, in subsidence regimes, some parameters used to characterize the large-scale environment correlate well with cloud macrophysical characteristics, we tested whether these parameters can explain some of the variance in observed rain characteristics. The focus here is on parameters related to surface forcing and boundary layer stability, which we estimate as in Naud et al. (2018):

- Sea-air temperature contrast: skin temperature from the 0.5° × 0.625° spatial resolution MERRA-2 2017 1-hourly, time-averaged, single-level, assimilation reanalysis product (M2T1NXSLV V5.12.4) minus surface air temperature from the ARM meteorological station.
- Surface horizontal wind speed: measured by the ARM surface meteorological station.
- Surface relative humidity: measured by the ARM surface meteorological station.
- Estimated inversion strength (EIS) (Wood & Bretherton, 2006): $EIS = \theta_{700} - \theta_{sfc} - \Gamma_{ms}^{850} (Z_{700} - LCL)$, where $\theta_{700}$ is the potential temperature at 700 hPa, $\theta_{sfc}$ the potential temperature of the air at the surface, $\Gamma_{ms}^{850}$ the lapse rate, $Z_{700}$ the height of the 700 hPa isopressure level, and LCL the height of the lifting condensation level. All estimated using a combination of radiosonde and surface meteorological station measurements (see Naud et al., 2018, for details). In a nutshell, EIS is a measure of inversion strength where greater EIS is indicative of a stronger inversion; stronger inversions generally cause reduced dry air entrainment and thus allow for more effective trapping of moisture within the marine boundary layer, which is conducive to greater cloud cover.
- The Marine Cold Air Outbreak parameter (M parameter; Fletcher et al., 2016): skin potential temperature from the 0.5° × 0.625° spatial resolution MERRA-2 1-hourly, time-averaged, single-level, assimilation product (M2T1NXSLV V5.12.4) minus 800 hPa potential temperature obtained from radiosonde. In a nutshell, the M parameter is a measure of the absolute stability of the layer between 800 hPa and the surface. When the M parameter is positive, a cold air mass above a relatively warmer surface causes the boundary layer to be absolutely unstable. This tends to favor the organization of cellular convection, the typical signature of cold air outbreaks.

2.4. Correlation Between Properties and Drivers

In order to establish what conditions drive the character of rain, we perform several statistical correlative analyses. Specifically, we estimate the correlation between (1) cloud drivers and rain properties (results presented in section 3.2; Figure 3), (2) large-scale drivers and cloud properties (results presented in section 3.3; Figure 4), and finally (3) large-scale drivers and rain properties (results presented in section 3.4; Figures 7 and 8).
To maintain a large enough sample size, we perform these correlative analyses using the entire pool of subsidence observations including PCF and non-PCF periods of all seasons. Insight into the statistical relationship between precipitation and cloud attributes and driver intensity is gained by organizing our samples based on the intensity of each driver; here, in each of the aforementioned figures, the distribution of rain properties in each driver intensity bin is depicted by the shaded background. This distribution is scaled by the total number of available observations and as such represents the percentage of all observations falling into each rain property and large-scale driver intensity interval (referred to as observation density). Then, for each driver intensity interval (i.e., bin), we estimate the median of all observed precipitation or cloud characteristics. This procedure produces relations between binned driver intensities and median precipitation or cloud properties. We assess how well this median relationship between the two variables can be described using a monotonic—but not necessarily linear—function through the estimation of their Spearman correlation coefficient ($R$). Here, in each of the aforementioned figures, the median relationship is depicted by either a solid or dashed line depending on whether or not it is statistically significant at $p < 0.05$. In some instances, median relationships are also estimated for subsets of the observational data set (e.g., without melting layer or cloud base height between 0.8–1.5 km) in which case only the median relationship is depicted and not the distribution of rain properties in each driver intensity bin specific to the subset.

Consistency is used when constructing the driver intensity bins. The range—from the 5th to the 95th percentile—of observed values for each driver is split to yield 12 evenly distributed driver intensity bins. In the few bins that do not contain at least 3% of all available observations, the median cloud or precipitation characteristics is not estimated. Resulting bin size for sea-air temperature contrast is 0.35 K, for surface horizontal wind speed 0.76 m s$^{-1}$, for surface relative humidity 2.89%, for EIS 0.80 K, for the M parameter 1.19 K, and for cloud thickness 61.43 m.

### 2.5. Data Availability

For the period between October 2015 and September 2018, the ARM ground-based remote sensors collected over 7,000 hrs of cloud observations during subsidence conditions; precipitation was detected during 80% of these hours and 8% of the precipitating hours presented a melting layer. For the characterization of the large-scale environment, over 630 balloon-borne radiosondes were launched during these precipitating subsidence hours (Table 1; “Total” column). For reference, this data set overlaps with that of Naud et al. (2018) but excludes the period before the installation of the KAZR2, which is more sensitive to light precipitation than its predecessor the W-band ARM Cloud Radar (WACR). The current data set also includes the additional 9-month period between January 2018 and September 2018, which was not available at the time of the Naud et al. (2018) analysis.

For each of the seasons of winter (December–February, DJF), spring (March–May, MAM), summer (June–August, JJA), and fall (September–November, SON), more than 90 hrs of precipitation observations and 8 to 33 of the radiosondes launches were collected during PCF events (Table 1; Gray columns).
3. Results

To provide a broad overview of the observational data set, we first present the seasonal characteristics of precipitation and especially how they differ following the passage of a cold front in contrast to general subsidence conditions (section 3.1). Then we examine how precipitation characteristics relate to cloud properties (section 3.2) and to large-scale characteristics (section 3.4).

3.1. Rain Characteristics in the Wake of Cold Fronts

Analysis of the 3-year data set shows evidence that the seasonal cycle of precipitation specific to events following the passage of a cold front is different from that of precipitation forming under general subsidence conditions.

A number of differences between PCF and non-PCF conditions are found to persist from winter through summer (Table 1 and Figure 2, top panels). For instance, the propensity to precipitate of clouds forming in PCF subsidence periods is observed to be roughly 10% higher than that of clouds forming during general subsidence periods (Table 1). For those events producing rain, PCF events tend to be associated with slightly higher RCFCB than non-PCF events. The largest difference between both regimes occurs in the summer where median RCFCB is 62% in PCF events and only 38% in non-PCF events (Figure 2a). Higher rain intensity is observed at the base of clouds forming during PCF events (median $RR_{CB} \sim 2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ mm hr$^{-1}$) in contrast to those formed in non-PCF events (median $RR_{CB} \sim 1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ mm hr$^{-1}$; Figure 2b). However, PCF events are generally associated with rain evaporating several meters higher in the boundary layer (i.e., higher median virga base height; Figure 2c). Despite this, PCF and non-PCF events present a very similar fraction of events producing at least some precipitation reaching down to the surface within any 1-hr time period (e.g., 67% of observed PCF hours vs. 68% of observed non-PCF hours presented signs of surface rain in the winter; Table 1).

Figure 2. Seasonal cycle of (a and d) rain-to-cloud fraction at the level below cloud base, (b and e) in-rain rate at the level below cloud base, and (c and f) virga base height above the surface. Seasonal cycles are depicted for subsidence conditions post-cold frontal (PCF; gray boxes) and non-PCF (white boxes with black outline) as well as the subset of non-PCF conditions showing signs of melting (white box with blue outline) and not showing signs of melting (white box with red outline). Seasonal cycles cover the winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA), and fall (SON) seasons. This figure depicts the seasonal mean (circle), median (center line), interquartile range (box), and outliers (dots). These results are also tabulated in Table S1.
The aforementioned relationships are observed to change in the fall season. In the fall season, rather than showing an enhanced propensity to precipitate in contrast to non-PCF, PCF conditions exhibit a 10% lower fraction of events with precipitation. Also, only in the fall season do PCF and non-PCF conditions experience nearly the same seasonal median RCFCB. Finally, although seasonal median rain RRCB remains close to the yearly average and is similar for PCF and non-PCF conditions, in the fall median virga base height is the most elevated among all seasons (940 m for PCF and 558 m for non-PCF).

Evidence of the presence of melting layers around 1.2 km altitude (Table 1) suggests that although all precipitation reaching the surface under subsidence conditions is of liquid phase, some of this rain was initially produced through ice microphysical processes. PCF and non-PCF events roughly have the same fraction of rain events exhibiting melting layer (e.g., 9% for PCF relative to 14% for non-PCF in the winter and 21% for PCF and 18% for non-PCF in the spring), suggesting that cold front passages do not systematically promote the formation of ice-topped boundary layer clouds. Note that the fraction of events associated with melting is largest in the spring and smallest in the summer in both PCF and non-PCF events (Table 1). Because the non-PCF data set has the largest sample size, we use it to examine the differences in rain characteristics resulting from these melt events (Figure 2, bottom panels). Events originating from the melting of ice crystals have a seasonal median RCF_{CB} similar to liquid-topped cloud events (Figure 2d), but more intense rain (Figure 2e) generally penetrating further downward (Figure 2f).

3.2. Relationship Between Cloud Macrophysics and Rain in Complex Cloud Systems

In an effort to explain the differences in precipitation properties observed during PCF and non-PCF conditions, we investigate what controls precipitation properties. Prior studies have found evidence that cloud thickness has a large impact on rain occurrence, RCF, virga depth, and rain rate in stratiform boundary layer clouds. These studies however relied on a set of assumptions, for example, one relied on cloud top height as a proxy for cloud thickness (Kubar et al., 2009), or heavily constrained their data sets (Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, it is unclear whether these relationships are applicable to all shallow cloud conditions occurring in the ENA region: a region where it is not uncommon to see, within the course of only a few days, single-layer stratocumulus decks transitioning into complex systems exhibiting break ups, shallow cumulus with stratiform outflows, and sometimes containing a melting layer (e.g., Figure 1). Other examples of such cases are presented in Miller and Albrecht (1995) and Miller et al. (1998).

Analysis of our 3-year data set indicates that cloud thickness does relate to precipitation properties even in the often-complex cloud situations that are found in the ENA region. To be exact, the relationships created...
by estimating median $R_{	ext{FCB}}$ (Figure 3a), median in-rain $R_{	ext{RCB}}$ (Figure 3b), and median virga base height (Figure 3c) for various cloud thickness intervals were found to be statistically significant when considering all subsidence conditions observed (median relationships not shown; however, black shading represents the distribution of rain properties in each cloud thickness bin used to derive the median relationships). Higher statistical significance was achieved when estimating relationships for the subsets of purely liquid cloud or clouds with melting forming at different height: specifically, purely liquid clouds with cloud base between 0.8 and 1.5 km (red) or cloud base between 1.5 and 2.2 km (yellow) and cloud with melting layer and cloud base between 0.8 and 1.5 km (royal blue) or cloud base between 1.5 and 2.2 km (light blue; Figure 3).

Generally speaking, these relationships show that for larger cloud thickness, $R_{	ext{FCB}}$ is larger, in-rain $R_{	ext{RCB}}$ is higher, and rain shafts reach closer to the surface (i.e., lower virga base height). Specifics of the relationship between cloud thickness and $R_{	ext{FCB}}$ depend on the microphysical regime under which rain was formed: For clouds of similar thickness and cloud base height, melting conditions are associated with smaller $R_{	ext{FCB}}$ at the level 90 m below cloud base. However, the effect of melting on rain rate below its formation level (cloud base or the melting layer; Figure 3b) and virga base height (Figure 3c) is not as clear. It is important to recall that cloud thickness and cloud base height are here defined in terms of the height of the lowest liquid layer, which for melting conditions may be different from the base of the ice/mixed phase cloud.

Figure 3c also reveals that, for liquid-topped clouds, the lowest height reached by precipitation also strongly depends on cloud base height which is expected given that it controls the path length precipitation must fall through before reaching the surface. Also, more elevated clouds are likely associated with slightly higher in-rain $R_{	ext{RCB}}$ (Figure 3b red vs. yellow line).

Although cloud thickness and cloud base height appear to be good predictors of precipitation properties, they may not be the only factors influencing its character especially knowing how sensitive clouds forming in subsidence regimes are to their environment (Naud et al., 2018).

### 3.3. Impact of Large-Scale Conditions on Cloudiness

Analysis performed by Naud et al. (2018) indicates that differences in cloud attributes observed between PCF and non-PCF conditions could be explained by their differences in large-scale conditions, implying that
large-scale conditions can be a driver of cloud variability. Revisiting Naud et al. (2018)'s work using our data set (see section 2.5 for details on both data sets), we come to similar conclusions: The large-scale parameters most strongly related to cloud thickness include (in order of strongest correlation) surface relative humidity (Figure 4a), surface horizontal wind speed (Figure 4b), the Marine Cold Air Outbreak M parameter (Figure 4c), and the sea-air temperature contrast (Figure 4d). All these parameters are also found to have an effect on cloud base and cloud top height, suggesting that beyond leading to a thickening of the cloud deck, these large-scale parameters impact the vertical location of the cloud deck. In other words, more unstable conditions (higher M parameter) and greater surface forcing (higher horizontal wind speed and higher sea-air temperature contrast) coincide with more elevated and deeper cloud layers (Figure 4). In addition to the aforementioned large-scale parameters, changes in EIS are also found to be associated with changes in the cloud deck height—but not the cloud deck thickness (Figure 4e). Finally speaking to factors influencing cloud microphysical phase, the largest distinction between melt and melt-free regimes was found to be in the distributions of their M parameter (Figure 5d) and to some extent of their horizontal wind speed (Figure 5b): both higher for melt conditions. This difference stands out especially given the similarities in their distribution of sea-air temperature contrast and relative humidity (Figures 5a and 5c).

Given the strong tie between cloud and precipitation, we hypothesize that large-scale parameters also have an impact on precipitation.

### 3.4. Impact of Large-Scale Conditions on Rain

Similarities in the seasonal cycle of rain properties (Figure 2) and large-scale conditions (Figure 6) under both PCF and non-PCF conditions further support the idea that large-scale conditions might influence the character of precipitation.

For example, the seasonal pattern of median virga base height (Figure 2c) seems to mirror that of the median surface relative humidity (Figure 6c) and median M parameter (Figure 6d) where seasonal extremes in median values specific to both PCF and non-PCF conditions, as well as the largest differences between median values for PCF and non-PCF conditions occur in the fall. Pooling all subsidence periods regardless of their season, we find that there is indeed a statistically significant monotonic relationship between surface relative humidity and median virga base height where increases in surface relative humidity are associated with precipitation events reaching closer to the surface ($R_{all} = -0.94$; Figure 7a, black color). An explanation for this
could be that drop evaporation rates both decrease with increasing relative humidity and lead to an increase in relative humidity. The M parameter also relates to median virga base height, indicating that boundary layer stability also plays a role in determining how close to the surface rain will reach before totally evaporating (Figure 7b). Under the range of M parameter conditions associated with liquid-topped cloud conditions (M parameter < −4 K), increases in the M parameter (i.e., more instability) are found to be associated with significantly more elevated rain (Rw/o melt = 0.76; Figure 7b red color). Conversely, under

Figure 6. Seasonal cycle of (a) sea-air temperature contrast, (b) surface horizontal wind speed, (c) surface relative humidity, (d) the M parameter, and (e) estimated inversion strength under subsidence conditions postcold frontal (PCF; gray boxes) and non-PCF (white boxes). Seasonal cycle covers the winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA), and fall (SON) seasons. This figure depicts the seasonal mean (circle), median (center line), interquartile range (box), and outliers (dots). Results are also tabulated in Table S2.

Figure 7. Relationships between median virga base height and (a) surface relative humidity and (b) the M parameter for all observed subsidence conditions (both PCF and non-PCF; black lines, “all subsidence”) and for the subset of cases strictly without a melting layer (red lines, “subsidence w/o melting”). Relationships with a Spearman correlation coefficient (R) significant at p < 0.05 are plotted as solid and not significant as dashed. Black shading represents the distribution of rain properties in each large-scale driver intensity bin used to estimate the median specific to the “all subsidence” conditions category; the distribution of rain properties in each large-scale driver intensity bin specific to the “subsidence w/o melting” subset is not shown.
relatively more unstable conditions (M parameter > -4 K), increasingly unstable conditions are associated with rain reaching closer to the surface (i.e., lower virga base height; Figure 7b, black color). This seems to indicate that rain responds differently to the large scale under highly unstable conditions, which coincidentally are also observed to more frequently be associated with melt events (Figure 5).

Unlike virga base height, the seasonal cycle of RCF_{CB} (Figure 2a) does not share the same similarities with any one large-scale drivers under both PCF and non-PCF conditions (Figure 6). Under PCF conditions, the seasonal cycle of RCF_{CB} seems to best mirror that of surface horizontal wind speed (Figure 6b), while under non-PCF conditions, it seems to best mirror the cycle of sea-air temperature contrast (Figure 6a). Correlative studies indicate that median RCF_{CB} is statistically significantly related to both the sea-air temperature contrast (R_{all} = 0.93; Figure 8a, black color) and the EIS (R_{all} = 0.78; Figure 8c, black color). Surface horizontal wind speed also shows a relationship with median RCF_{CB}, one that is more significant for liquid-topped conditions (R_{w/o melt} = 0.52; Figure 8b, red color). So both surface forcing and boundary layer stability parameters show a link with RCF at the level below cloud base.

While patterns in the seasonal cycle of in-rain rain rate at the level below cloud base (in-rain RR_{CB}; Figure 2b) do not provide indications as to its connection to any large-scale parameter, pooling all hourly subsidence conditions reveals that the median in-rain RR_{CB} is most strongly related to surface horizontal wind speed (R_{all} = 0.90; Figure 8e black color) and the M parameter (R_{all} = 0.94; Figure 8g, black color). Also, similarly to RCF_{CB}, median in-rain RR_{CB} is also found to be related to the sea-air temperature contrast. That being said, the relationship between in-rain RR_{CB} and the sea-air temperature contrast is found to be monotonic under liquid-topped cloud conditions (R_{w/o melt} = 0.95; Figure 8d red color) but not significant when considering melt events especially under warm air advection scenario (Figure 8d, black color, region with ΔT_{sfc} < 0 K) hinting to the fact that microphysics also influence in-rain RR_{CB}. Taken together this suggests that rain rate near cloud base level is influenced by surface forcing (including heat fluxes), boundary layer stability, and microphysics.
The current work highlights that more than one driver influences each of the aforementioned precipitation properties. Analysis of the slope of each relationship, which have been estimated across the same range of observed values (5th to 95th percentile), provides preliminary evidence of the relative importance of each driver. Note however that given the nonlinearity of some of these relationships, the driver most influential on a certain precipitation property may change based on the large-scale regime in which rain formed. For example, the same variation in horizontal wind speed would lead to larger changes in RCF_{CB} in a “low” wind-speed regime in contrast to in a “high” wind-speed regime (see Figure 8b).

Finally, seeking to determine what controls a cloud’s propensity to precipitate (related to precipitation onset), we compare the large-scale and cloud properties associated with nonprecipitating events and precipitating events. Figure 9 supports a previous hypothesis that cloud thickness is a limiting factor to rain formation (Kubar et al., 2009) and suggests that large-scale conditions are not. Figure 9b also shows that rain was systematically observed during periods with wind speeds exceeding 8 m s^{-1}, which could indicate that conditions with higher horizontal wind speeds are more conducive to rain formation. Further interpretation of Figure 9 is complicated by the fact that the current results are based on point observations and as such cannot capture the complete life cycle of individual clouds.

4. Conclusions

Using a combination of reanalysis and observations collected over 3 years at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program Eastern North Atlantic (ENA) observatory, we characterize the precipitation and cloud properties occurring during general subsidence conditions as well as those specifically resulting from the passage of a cold front.

Observations show that Post-Cold Frontal (PCF) subsidence periods have seasonal variations in cloud propensity to precipitate, Rain-to-Cloud Fraction at the level below cloud base (RCF_{CB}), and virga base height different from general subsidence periods (non-PCF). This suggests that cold front passages affect the character of precipitation occurring in the low-level clouds forming in their wake.

Some of these differences can be explained by the fact that the macrophysical properties of the clouds forming in these regimes strongly correlates with these rain properties.

Figure 9. (a) Sea-air temperature contrast, (b) surface horizontal wind speed, (c) surface relative humidity, (d) the M parameter, (e) estimated inversion strength, and (f) cloud thickness observed during precipitating (light green bars) and nonprecipitating (gray bars) subsidence periods both PCF and non-PCF. Dark green bars are visible where both bar graphs overlap.
i Deeper clouds are generally associated with higher \( R_{\text{CFB}} \) and rain rate at the level below cloud base \( (R_{\text{RFB}}) \) and to rain reaching closer to the surface and,

ii higher cloud bases are generally associated with more elevated virga.

These results, obtained with observations of a wide range of shallow cloud types from well-researched single-layer stratocumulus to more complex cumulus-stratocumulus fields, demonstrate the robustness of these previously documented relationships between cloud thickness and rain characteristics. Our results also suggest that these relationships hold when rain results from snow melting although for the same thickness, ice-topped clouds were associated with lower \( R_{\text{CFB}} \) than liquid-topped clouds. The seasonal cycle of cloud boundaries specific to the conditions discussed here are illustrated in Figure S1 in the supporting information for reference.

Of broader interest here is identifying other factors that could drive precipitation variability, which may also further help explain the differences in precipitation characteristics observed between PCF and non-PCF subsidence conditions. Monotonic relationships are identified between a number of large-scale parameters and rain properties:

i Higher sea-air temperature contrast and higher surface horizontal wind speed are both associated with higher \( R_{\text{CFB}} \) and \( (R_{\text{RFB}}) \).

ii Higher estimated inversion strength (EIS) is found to relate to higher \( R_{\text{CFB}} \) (as speculated by Kubar et al., 2009) and,

iii Higher Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) is also to some extent found to relate to lower \( R_{\text{RFB}} \) (in general agreement with Wu et al., 2017), although higher M parameter (also a measure of atmospheric stability) was found to have a much more consistent relationship. Lower correlations between both cloud and rain properties with EIS perhaps relate to the fact that some of the observed clouds are advected rather than locally formed. Adverted clouds take more time to respond to local processes related to changes in inversion strength (i.e., vertical entrainment mixing) than to other properties (e.g., relative humidity).

iv We also identify the parameter M and relative humidity to be highly related to the virga base height.

While statistically significant, the aforementioned relationships based on median rain properties estimated within intervals of large-scale driver intensity do not perfectly represent all observed conditions as depicted by the background shading in Figures 7 and 8. Also note that there is more scatter in the precipitation properties observed in each large-scale driver intensity bin than there is in each cloud thickness bin (contrasting Figures 7–8 and Figure 3, respectively). We note that some of the increase in scatter could result from large-scale and rain properties having been sampled using different sensors and to the smaller sample size of the large-scale properties relative to the cloud properties (see Table 1, \( All_{\text{sub}} \) for sample sizes). However, this larger variability and the existence of relationships between large-scale conditions and cloud could also suggest that the large-scale has an indirect effect on determining the character of precipitation through its control on cloud macrophysics.

Isolating liquid-topped events from those exhibiting melting mostly increased the strength of these correlations. While the size of our large-scale data set with melting is limited (~50 hrs), this result suggests that the microphysical processes associated with melting alter the relationships between the large-scale environment and rain. Despite the small sample size, it is evident that elevated M parameter (i.e., more unstable conditions) and higher horizontal wind speed are observed conjointly with melting. Additional statistics on the large-scale conditions associated with non-PCF conditions presenting melting are given in Figure S2 for reference.

Overall, this study provides new sets of observational benchmarks for evaluating the properties of numerically modeled rain in subsidence conditions, especially following the passage of a cold front. Our characterization of the connections between rain and cloud in complex shallow cloud systems both liquid- and ice-topped offers opportunities to refine and/or develop new parametrizations. Additional insight could also be gained from exploring the relationships between the various rain properties characterized in the current study, such as the connection between rain rate and virga base height and/or by considering the influence of decoupling or mesoscale cellular convection patterns on rain properties. Here, our additional finding that several large-scale properties significantly correlate with rain attributes suggests that a realistic representation of rain properties in models relies on the accurate representation of both clouds and the large-scale environment.
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